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MARTIN SHORT

The Saturday Night Live alum and Three
Amigos star, 72, returns for a second
season as part of the podcasting
detective trio—Oliver (Short),
Charles (Steve Martin) and Mabel
(Selena Gomez)—in Only Murders in
the Building (June 28 on Hulu). The
threesome solved one murder but ended
up as suspects in a second, which is
where the new season picks up.

What’s new for the show in season two? Shirley MacLaine
is in it, also Amy Schumer—and Jane Lynch is back.
Will Oliver, Charles and Mabel get out of jail to prove
their innocence? Absolutely right, that’s fair to say.
Is your character, Oliver, like you? I can be a little bit of a
smart-ass; I can be sarcastic. Oliver’s like that. Oliver was a
theater director who had this massive disaster, Splash!,
where people were injured. It cost him money. I’ve never
been in that situation, but I can certainly relate to it.
What was it like working with Steve and Selena? The set
was always loose and funny, filled with jokes, and Steve and
I insulting each other and Selena getting in on it, and the
crew having a riot, because they’re our audience.
Were you and Steve looking for a project together? Not
really, because we do live shows together [the You Won’t
Believe What They Look Like Today! tour]. We do 35 a year
or something. So we weren’t looking for that at all. Steve
had been at a party about 12 years ago [and] saw three elderly actors sitting on the couch together talking, and [the
party’s host] said, “You should do a show about them.” And
Steve has always loved true crime, so he thought, Gee, that
could be interesting. Three guys that live in the same building and there’s a crime.
Is there something you want to do that you haven’t done?
No, I’m 72 years of age and, at this point, if I haven’t done it,
it’s because I didn’t want to or maybe shouldn’t have. I’ve
been asked to direct movies and stage, but I like being in
front and I like being onstage. I think Steven Spielberg was
a 9-year-old with a camera, so it makes sense [for him]. But I
wasn’t; I was a 12-year-old in my attic bedroom pretending
to have my own TV show.
What are his favorite podcasts? (They’re not true crime!)
Go to Parade.com/short to find out.
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KELLY RIPA IS GAME
“It’s time to bridge the generation
gap!” says Ripa, 51, who began
her TV career in the 1980s as a
dancer on Dance Party USA. Ripa,
who is co-host of the syndicated
morning show Live! With Kelly and
Ryan, goes solo to host the new
comedy quiz competition Generation Gap (July 7 on
ABC), which pits
teams combining
young people and
not-so-young
people against
each other. The
new series was
created by Emmywinning producers
Mark Burnett and
Jimmy Kimmel.

HARRY HAMLIN’S FAMILY AFFAIR
The miniseries Flowers in the Attic: The
Origin (July 9 on Lifetime) untangles the
twisted roots of the story first depicted
in the controversial 1979 cult novel by
V.C. Andrews and made into films in
1987 and 2014. L.A. Law’s Hamlin plays
Mr. Winfield, the father of Olivia Winfield (Jemima Rooper), who grows up
to become an abusive grandma, confining her grandchildren to the upstairs
of her home. “It brings a whole new
meaning to the family dynamic, which I
find fascinating,” says Hamlin, 70, who
was voted People magazine’s “Sexiest
Man Alive” in 1987.

CHRIS PRATT RULES JULY
It’s double the action next month for Pratt, 43, who
stars in The Terminal List (July 1 on Prime Video,
based on the books by Jack Carr) as a Navy SEAL
whose platoon is ambushed during a high-stakes
covert mission. Then he reprises his Guardians of
the Galaxy role as Peter Quill/Star-Lord in Thor: Love
and Thunder (in theaters July 8). Here are five fun
facts about the Minnesota-born former star of Parks
and Recreation and the Jurassic World franchise.
 His

fan-favorite Parks
and Rec character,
dim-witted slacker
Andy Dwyer, was supposed to be a seasonone-only guest star.
He’s Arnold Schwarzenegger’s son-in-law
through his marriage
to Katherine
Schwarzenegger,
and the couple just
had their second
child together. 

An athlete who wrestled and
played high school football, young
Pratt’s dream was to be a stuntman,
so he used to “practice falling
down the stairs.”
He saw the original Jurassic Park
(1993) on its opening day when he
was 13—and grew up to star in
three later films of the dino-dynasty
franchise.
He’s particularly fond of one vegetable. “Show me a salad bar,” he says,
“and I will clean them out of beets.”
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Get inspired by these people who made
their travel dreams come true.
BY MELANIE HAIKEN

| 2 | Alaska in Winter Seeing
the aurora borealis had been a
dream of Marilynn Mastrella’s
since she first saw photos of it in
high school. The clinical social
|3|
worker from Somerville, N.J.,
56, saw the northern lights twice on a recent trip to Alaska, in Fairbanks, a
prime viewing destination. “It was so amazing,” she says.
She also hiked with a herd of reindeer, soaked in a thermal mineral pool
and went dog sledding with a team that had been in the Iditarod. “Dog
mushing was so much fun. The dogs were so happy and fun to watch,”
she says. Next, Mastrella plans to return to explore the state’s national
parks when they’re not blanketed in snow.
| 3 | Petra, Jordan: A Wonder of the World “I had been desperate to
visit Petra for so many years,” says Ann Swinford, 63, a radiologist from
Ann Arbor, Mich., about the site renowned for its ornately carved temples
and tombs hewn directly into rose-colored rock.
Founded by the Nabateans in the 4th century B.C. and all but abandoned
a thousand years later, Petra became famous for its starring role in the movie
Indiana Jones and the Last Crusade. Swinford, who traveled with her husband,
Mo, was awed by the grandeur of the ornate structures hidden within the
towering cliffs. “When you’re walking down the long canyon and then the
rocks split and you see the temple appear, it’s so magical,” she says.
They also visited Jordan’s historic sites, including the Roman ruins of
Jerash, where the stones still show the grooves of chariot wheels, and the
colorful city of Madaba, famed for its Byzantine mosaics. And she swam
suspended in the saline-saturated
waters of the Dead Sea. “Ever
EXPLORE 20 AMERICAN
since I went to Bible class and
HOT SPOTS IN THE
they told me there was a sea
JULY 10 ISSUE OF PARADE !
you could float in, I’ve wanted
There will be no July 3
to experience that, and it was so
issue of Parade
much fun!”

PHOTOS COURTESY ANN SWINFORD, ABBI WHITAKER, AND MARILYNN MASTRELLA

| 1 | The Ultimate National Park Road Trip When
genetic testing revealed that Abbi Whitaker carried a
BRCA2 gene mutation that vastly increased her risk of
breast and ovarian cancer, the news came as a shock.
Having already survived anal cancer a decade before,
Whitaker, 46, wasn’t about to wait and worry; she made
plans to have a preventive double mastectomy and
reconstructive surgery, followed by a hysterectomy.
But she also knew she
needed something joyful
“How amazing
to look forward to, so she
decided to visit 20 national
it is to be
parks in 2021, interspersed
alive for this!”
with her surgeries. “Nature is
my church, it’s where I feel the
best, and I wanted something really magical to hold on
to,” she says. Joined by her husband, Ty, she headed
to the Grand Canyon and Death Valley in February, followed by the Petrified Forest and Saguaro in March.
The Whitaker kids, 15-year-old Ever and 12-year-old
Eden, joined their parents on about half the trips, including a spring break road trip to visit Utah’s Mighty 5: Zion,
Bryce Canyon, Arches, Canyonlands and Capitol Reef.
Over the summer they hit White Sands, Yellowstone,
Lassen, Redwood, Crater Lake, Pinnacles and Glacier
National Parks. At Glacier, Whitaker had an epiphany:
“We were driving the Going-to-the-Sun Road and it was
just mesmerizing, and I thought, How amazing it is to be
alive for this!”
Along the way the family purchased a Sprinter van,
something Abbi had dreamed of for years. “Having
a double mastectomy makes you do some impulsive
things,” she jokes.
The Whitakers completed their odyssey with a
memorable weekend in Yosemite, staying at the historic
Ahwahnee Hotel. “We saved the crowning jewel for
last,” she says.

Dreaming of Iceland? Go to Parade.com/bucketlist for a tour.
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AND STILL
EXPERIENCE
UNRESOLVED
SYMPTOMS?

RECOGNIZE THE SIGNS.
Heart failure and seemingly unrelated symptoms could mean ATTR-CM (transthyretin amyloid cardiomyopathy).
ATTR-CM is a rare, underdiagnosed disease that worsens over time.

ConnectHeartFailure.com
© 2022 Pfizer Inc. All rights reserved. June 2022. PP-R1D-USA-1244-03
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Sitcoms

What’s your favorite TV comedy? We celebrate some
of the very best. Plus, test your show IQ with our
Sitcom Scramble! By Mara Reinstein
icture it: A married couple
named Mary Kay and Johnny
Stearns live in the Greenwich
Village neighborhood of New York City.
He works at a bank; she takes care of the
baby. They also share a lot of laughs together—in front of a live studio audience.
That was the premise of Mary Kate and
Johnny, a 15-minute situation comedy
(later bumped up to 30 minutes) that premiered on the DuMont Television Network in 1947. The real-life Stearnses, who
played ﬁctional versions of themselves,
didn’t realize at the time that they were
creating a new genre that would change
the medium forever—and provide inﬁnite
joy to TV watchers all over the world.
Indeed, after 75 years, it’s still a great
feeling to sit back and be entertained
by characters hilariously trying to get
through life in their workplaces, at home
and in the great beyond (shout out to The
Good Place!). Unlike heavy serial dramas,
“each sitcom episode is like a piece of
chocolate in that you know what you’re
getting, and it goes down easy,” says David
Bianculli, the TV critic of NPR’s Fresh
Air With Terry Gross and author of the
2016 book The Platinum Age of Television.
And especially during such chaotic times,
Bianculli adds, “It’s comforting to spend
some time with these people [who make
us] feel better and reassured.” To celebrate
the big anniversary, we share some fun
facts about a bunch of our favorite sitcoms.
Cue the applause sign!

P

I LOVE LUCY
(CBS, 1951–57; watch on Hulu) “At its core, it’s a show about unconditional love,” says Lucie Arnaz,
70, the daughter of co-stars Lucille Ball and Desi Arnaz, who played Lucy and Ricky Ricardo. “After
you’ve laughed until you cried, you feel good watching someone who can screw up that bad and
still get a hug. That kind of acceptance is what we all want out of life.” Lucy could make anything
funny, like the episode where she’s stomping grapes in a vat. “She was game for it because she
saw the comedy in the situation,” Arnaz says. Everything got a laugh, even when Ricky would say,
“Lucy, I’m home!” or, later, “Honey, I’m home!”

THE HONEYMOONERS
(CBS, 1955–56; watch on Prime Video) “We’re talking about
television comedy that was impeccably performed [in front
of a live audience],” Bianculli says. Fun fact: Jackie Gleason
originally declared Audrey Meadows was too young and pretty
to play his blue-collar wife. She went home, removed her makeup
and put on a house dress, then messengered the photos of her new look to the star. He reportedly declared, “That’s Alice!” without realizing the two had already met.
For the quintessential wholesome
comedy, Leave It
to Beaver (CBS
and ABC, 1957–63;
watch on Peacock),
Jerry Mathers (“the
Beaver”) charmed
producers when he
wore his Cub Scout
uniform to his audition.

Among the guest stars on The Andy
Griﬃth Show (CBS, 1960–68;
watch on Philo): Jack
Nicholson (twice) and
Barbara Eden.

THE MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW
(CBS, 1970–77; watch on Hulu) For a sea change in TV
land, “Mary was proud of her independence as a
single woman and of her job,” says Bianculli. The
show’s creative team envisioned Mary as a woman
newly dumped by her husband. But CBS network
researchers warned series co-creator Allan Burns
that mainstream audiences would never accept a
divorced woman as a TV heroine in their living rooms.

continued on page 7
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Test Your Sitcom IQ

from page 6

The Odd Couple (ABC, 1970–75; watch on Hulu)
Mickey Rooney as Oscar the slob? That’s who Tony
Randall (Felix) wanted, but producer Gary Marshall
opted for Jack Klugman.

ALL IN THE FAMILY
(CBS, 1971–79; watch on Hulu and
Prime Video) In Queens, N.Y.,
Archie Bunker (Carroll
Carroll O’Connor)
O’Connor)
was constantly up in arms over his
“dingbat” wife, Edith (Jean
Jean Stapleton),
rebellious daughter, Gloria (Sally Struthers), and her husband,
Mike (Rob Reiner, the son of Carl, who created The Dick Van
Dyke Show), whom he nicknamed “Meathead.” Says Struthers,
74, “All the subjects we explored on the show are still relevant
today.” When Sammy Davis Jr. plants a big kiss on Archie’s
cheek, “that moment became the longest laugh in the history
of the sitcom!” she says. “Archie was both a ﬂawed and loveable character, and we all have someone like that in our family.”

FROM TOP: CBS/EVERETT (2); PARAMOUNT TV/EVERETT; ABC PHOTO ARCHIVES/DISNEY GENERAL ENTERTAINMENT/GETTY IMAGES

The Jeﬀersons (CBS, 1975–85;
watch on Prime Video)
Video). It wasn’t
until Isabel Sanford (Louise) and
Sherman Hemsley (George)
reprised their characters on a
1995 episode of The Fresh Prince
of Bel-Air that “Weezy” told George that she was sensitive to her nickname because of her asthma.
(NBC, 1982–93; watch on Hulu, Peacock, Paramount+) “The
comedy showed that anybody can come into this bar and be
your family,” Bianculli says. And Ted Danson’s Sam Malone
character “is this perfect everyman. There’s
nobody who can’t relate to him.” Though
the bar on set was functional, the cast
drank “near beer,” a weakened strain of
ale mixed with a bit of salt to keep a
sudsy head in the glass.

CHEERS
The Golden Girls (NBC, 1985–92;
watch on Hulu) Leslie Nielsen gueststarred as Lucas Hollingsworth, who
married Dorothy ((Bea Arthur) in
the ﬁnale.

Friends (NBC, 1994–2004; watch on HBO Max) Best
laugh: the season ﬁve episode where Ross yells “Pivot!”
while trying to get a couch up the apartment steps.
continued on page 8

The answers to the 20 quiz questions below appear in our Sitcom Scramble.
Find clues in the story; answer key on page 8.
Go to Parade.com/sitcoms for the Sitcom Scramble solution.

E
L
Z
I
Z
V
S
S
L
D
V
X
V
G
E
T
N
I

R
C
Z
A
W
K
K
W
E
W
J
T
Q
Y
L
E
E
F

V P S D V S S S
E I K A K A N D
R V W P R M N Z
L O A R Z H K I
Z D V E M T P U
B A R I B S P K
I L D S D A H N
O D A E M Y E R
V Y E C P J C T
M H H Z K D I P
V K T Q W I V A
L I A N F L S X
G H E T N O T H
K X M N K B W P
I Z A B E T H T
I R R A H D N A
S L E I N E I L
C K F N R M O Y

Y Q T W S M N V
C O I K C I O C
V M E W R C S P
O X P D A K L G
D A B W N E O T
R A D U T Y H I
H F D P O R C B
D U A D N O I K
N T B K Y O N P
L Y R V Y N K W
K C Z E E E C Q
R Y K E I Y A B
I N G Y E N J U
L N X A K W E H
A Y L O R B O R
E I Z Z O N U B
S E L O E R E K
G I
I Y I C K N

1. What did Ricky Ricardo often say instead of “Lucy” in the phrase “_____, I’m
home!”?
2. Who tricked Jackie Gleason into casting her for The Honeymooners?
3. Spunky Mary Richards on The Mary Tyler Moore Show was originally supposed to
have experienced this, but the network thought it would be a viewer turn-off
4. Who was “dead from the head up” on All in the Family?
5. What was mixed into the Cheers cast’s near beer to make it sudsy?
6. and 7. Who voiced baby Maggie’s only spoken word on The Simpson’s? And
what was the word?
8. Where is Dunder Mifﬂin Paper Company based in The Ofﬁce?
9. Which classic sitcom just lost its status as the longest-running live-action
sitcom to It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia?
10. and 11. What ailment makes Louise Jefferson of The Jeffersons sensitive about
her nickname? And what is her nickname?
12. On Friends, what does Ross yell when the couch won’t ﬁt up the steps?
13. What’s the last name of the Schitt’s Creek co-stars who are related?
14. With what show does singer-actress Diana Ross have a “familial” association?
15. Who did Tony Randall (Felix) want to play Oscar in The Odd Couple (instead of
Jack Klugman)?
16. Who played Lucas Hollingsworth, who married Dorothy on The Golden Girls?
17. What was Theodore Cleaver’s nickname?
18. This guest star on The Andy Grifﬁth Show went on to play the Joker.
19. What was Seinfeld famously about?
20. What is the last name of the creator of The Dick Van Dyke Show?
JUNE 26–JULY 3, 2022 | 7
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from page 7

Our easiest Jitterbug phones ever.

The Simpsons (Fox, 1989– ;
watch on Disney+) Elizabeth
Taylor voiced baby Maggie’s
only spoken word: “Daddy.”

®

SEINFELD
(NBC, 1989–98; watch on Netﬂix)
The show about nothing was really
something, with hilariously interconnected subplots in 180 episodes.

month2

1999

$

Unlimited
Talk & Text

Data plans as low as 2 /mo.
$ 49

2

Large 6.2" screen
Simple, list-based menu
Voice typing
Video chat
Value plans with data
as low as $1748/mo.2
Urgent Response
button for help, 24/7

month2

Unlimited
Talk & Text

Large screen and big buttons
Easy, list-based menu
Voice calling and texting
with Amazon Alexa
Powerful speaker
Value plans as low as $1499/mo.2
Urgent Response
button for help, 24/7

EASY The Jitterbug® Flip2 and Jitterbug®
Smart3 are our easiest Jitterbug® phones
ever. Both have large screens and list-based
menus. The Jitterbug Flip2 has big buttons,
one-touch speed dial and you can use your
voice to make calls or write texts. With the
Jitterbug Smart3, you can voice type emails
and texts, video chat and use the internet
for maps and directions.

your Jitterbug Smart3 as low as 2 a
month. There are no long-term contracts
and no cancellation fees. Plus, coverage
is powered by the nation’s most reliable
wireless network.
Friendly customer service representatives
are happy to help you choose the phone
and plan that are right for you.

LIMITED TIME OFFER

AFFORDABLE Unlimited Talk & Text plans
are now just $1999 a month, with data for

To order or learn more, call

Nationwide
coverage

No long-term
contracts

1

25

%
OFF

BLACK-ISH

Schitt’s Creek (Pop TV, 2015–20;
watch on Netﬂix) starred Eugene
and Dan Levy, Catherine
O’Hara and Annie Murphy.

1

OFFER ENDS 7/3/22

It’s Always Sunny in Philadelphia (FX, 2005– ; watch on FX),

1.800.396.6890

100% U.S.-based
live customer service

Available in-store
or online at:

(ABC, 2014–22; watch on Hulu).
Who on the show has famous parents in real life? That would be Tracee
Ellis Ross (Diana
Ross) and Rashida
Jones (Quincy
Jones and Peggy
Lipton), who
plays her sister.

$ 49

SAFE Turn your Jitterbug phone into a health
and safety device with Lively® Urgent Response
service. Simply press the Urgent Response
button to be connected to a certified Agent
who will confirm your location, assess the
situation and get you the help you need, 24/7.

No hidden
monthly fees

The Oﬃce (NBC, 2005–13;
watch on Peacock) Everybody
recognizes the exaggerated characters in this workplace comedy
set in Scranton, Pa.

Keep your current
phone number

lively.com/phones

25% off of device applies to regular price of $9999 for the Jitterbug Flip2 and $14999 for the Jitterbug Smart3. Offer valid through 7/3/22 at Best Buy. 2Monthly
fees do not include government taxes or fees and are subject to change. Plans and services may require purchase of Lively device and one-time setup fee
of $35. A data plan is required for the Jitterbug Smart3. Urgent Response or 911 calls can be made only when cellular service is available. Urgent Response
tracks an approx. location of device when device is turned on and connected to the network. Lively does not guarantee an exact location. Urgent Response
is only available with the purchase of a Lively Health & Safety Package. Consistently rated the most reliable network and best overall network performance in
the country by IHS Markit’s RootScore Reports. By enabling Alexa on the Jitterbug Flip2, you acknowledge that Lively is not responsible for Amazon Alexa’s
functionality or services. Amazon, Alexa and all related logos are trademarks of Amazon. com, Inc. or its affiliates. Screen images simulated. Appearance of
device may vary. LIVELY and JITTERBUG are trademarks of Best Buy and its affiliated companies. ©2022 Best Buy. All rights reserved.

The show recently topped The
Adventures of Ozzie and Harriet
as the longest-running liveaction sitcom.
ANSWER KEY 1. HONEY; 2. AUDREY
MEADOWS; 3. DIVORCE; 4. MEATHEAD;
5. SALT; 6. ELIZABETH TAYLOR; 7. DADDY;
8. SCRANTON; 9. OZZIE AND HARRIET;
10. ASTHMA; 11. WEEZY; 12. PIVOT;
13. LEVY; 14. BLACK-ISH; 15. MICKEY
ROONEY; 16. LESLIE NIELSEN; 17. BEAVER;
18. JACK NICHOLSON; 19. NOTHING;
20. REINER

FROM TOP: ART STREIBER/SONY TELEVISION/EVERETT; ABC/RICHARD CARTWRIGHT

1999

$
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GUARANTEED
PERFECTION
World-famous Omaha Steaks
taste better because they are
better – guaranteed. That’s more
than our promise to you, it’s our
reminder to never be satisfied
with less than perfection.

Get 4 Burgers &
4 Chicken Breasts

Griller’s Supreme Pack

THE BEST STEAKS
OF YOUR LIFE OR
YOUR MONEY BACK

4
4
4
4
4
1
4
4

Butcher’s Cut Filet Mignons (5 oz.)
Boneless Pork Chops (6 oz.)
Air-Chilled Boneless Chicken Breasts (5 oz.)
PureGround Filet Mignon Burgers (6 oz.)
Gourmet Jumbo Franks (3 oz.)
jar Omaha Steaks Seasoning (3.1 oz.)
FREE PureGround Filet Mignon Burgers (6 oz.)
FREE Air-Chilled Boneless Chicken Breasts (5 oz.)

FREE

TM

TM

71135KYY separately $284.94
SPECIAL INTRODUCTORY PRICE

13999

$

Take an EXTRA $10 OFF your ﬁrst order. Use code: Supreme10 at checkout.
Order Now!

OmahaSteaks.com/Supreme8301 | 1.800.811.7832

Ask for FREE burgers and chicken breasts with oﬀer 71135KYY
Scan To Order
Savings shown over aggregated single item base price. Photos exemplary of product advertised. Limit 2. 4 free 6 oz. burgers and 4 free 5 oz.
boneless chicken breasts will be sent to each shipping address that includes (71135). Standard S&H added per address. While supplies last.
Items may be substituted due to inventory limitations. First Order Oﬀer Promo Code for $10 savings is a one-time use code, valid only on the ﬁrst
order of $139 or more placed by new customers or customers whose last purchase was more than 366 days prior to current order date. Only
one Code per customer, cannot be combined with other oﬀers or be applied to previous sales, Gift Cards, Wine, Gift Baskets, Live Lobsters,
or Custom Cuts. Omaha Steaks reserves the right to amend these terms and conditions or to vary or discontinue the oﬀer without prior notice.
The code can be redeemed online, by phone, or at Omaha Steaks retail locations. All purchases acknowledge acceptance of Terms of Use.
Visit OmahaSteaks.com/terms-of-useOSI or call 1.800.228.9872 for a copy. Expires 07/31/22. ©2022 OCG | Omaha Steaks, Inc. | SRC0608

OmahaSteaks.com/Supreme8301
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RECHARGEABLE
BUY 1
GET 1

FREE

Digital Hearing Aid
REG $299.9

8

LY ONLY
4 OF JU
99
SALE $ 149 air
TH

You Buy a P
Each When

PLUS FREE

Virtually
invisible, clear,
thin tubing

Lightweight &
fits discreetly
behind ear
Volume Dial
gives you full
control

ComfortTIP
for all-day
comfort

SHIPPING

Introducing the VOLT from MDHearingAid...
A digital, rechargeable hearing aid that’s every bit
as good as the ones you’ll find at expensive clinics
but at a fraction of the price.

digital processors but eliminate the complex
components not needed by 95% of the people with
hearing loss. PLUS…we cut out the middleman. This
allowed us to create an FDA-Registered, Medical-Grade
hearing aid for only $14999 each when you buy a pair.

RISK-FREE MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE

Hear Better Or Your Money Back!
Try MDHearingAids risk free with a
100% money-back guarantee for 45 days.

DOCTOR DESIGNED | AUDIOLOGIST TESTED | FDA REGISTERED

As a nation of immigrants, we
are usually identiﬁed by our
country of origin. I’m of Irish
and European heritage, and my
daughters are the fourth generation born in the USA. At what
point can we identify as being
of American heritage?
—David Coyne, Boston, Mass.

Rechargeable,
long-lasting battery

NEVER
CHANGE
A BATTERY

AGAIN!
Carrying case is also the charger

The fact is…you don’t need to spend thousands
for a hearing aid. VOLT is a rechargeable hearing aid
offering sophistication and high performance, and
works right out of the box with no time-consuming
“adjustment” appointments.
You can contact a licensed
hearing specialist conveniently online or by phone –
even after your purchase at
no cost. No other company
provides such extensive
support. Now that you know
Nearly invisible...
…why pay more?

By Marilyn vos Savant

Unless you believe life arose
separately in the various territories around the world (the
number and boundaries and
names of which have changed
again and again over time), all
current countries are nations of
immigrants. I suggest two components: (1) You were born in this
country or became a citizen later,
and (2) you feel like an American.
If you ﬁt both these descriptions,
congratulations! I believe you’re
an American.

4 Program
settings

How can a rechargeable hearing aid that
costs only $14999 be every bit as good
as one that sells for $2,400 or more?
The answer: We include the same high-quality

Ask Marilyn

Send questions to
marilyn @parade.com

Numbrix

VOLT Features
• Rechargeable with 30-Hour Battery Life
• Advanced Digital Technology
• Feedback Cancellation - NO Whistling
• Dual Directional Microphones
• No Prescription Needed
• Unparalleled 24/7 Support

SAVE OVER 90%
COMPARED TO CLINICS
Call 1-800-481-9053 Today!
or visit www.MDVolt.com
Be sure to enter offer code LT72 to receive

Proudly assembled
in America!

FREE Shipping!

A+BBB

¨

Complete 1 to 81 so the
numbers follow a horizontal or
vertical path—no diagonals.

39

37

15

13

3

45

5

53

7

55

25

67

69

71

73

75

Visit Parade.com/numbrix for more
Marilyn vos Savant Numbrix puzzles
and today’s solution.

rating for 10+ years
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Weird Herb Shocks Doctors
With Relief of Leg and Feet Pain,
Burning, Tingling, Numbness
6 clinical studies show it is effective. Lost but now re-discovered. Thousands
of new users report amazing relief from leg and feet problems in just 30 to 90
days – with no side effects. Available in all 50 states without a prescription.
A re-discovery from the 1600s is causing a
frenzy within the medical system. A weird herb
has been shown in six clinical studies (and by
thousands of users) to be very effective for leg
and feet pain, burning and numbness – with no
side effects – at low cost – and with no doctor
visit or prescription needed.
This weird herb comes from a 12-foot tall tree
that grows in Greece and other countries in Europe. In the old days, people noticed that when
their horses who had leg and feet problems ate
this herb – it was almost like magic how quickly
their problems got much better. They called it
the “horse herb”. Then somehow with Europe’s
ongoing wars, this herbal secret got lost in time.
“It works for people who’ve tried many other
treatments before with little or no success. Other doctors and I are shocked at how effective it
is. It has created a lot of excitement” says Dr.
Ryan Shelton, M.D.
Its active ingredient has been put into pill
form and improved. It is being offered in the
United States under the brand name Neuroflo.

HOW IT WORKS

Here’s why you have pain now:
Your arteries have weakened. Your
arteries can’t carry enough blood, nu- RE-DISCOVERED LEG AND FEET PROBLEM SOLUTION: In
trients and oxygen down to your legs Greece in the 1600s, this herb was originally called “horse herb”
and feet. This damages your nerves because it was fed to horses with ailing legs. It has now been reand causes your burning, tingling and discovered and is giving soothing comfort to Americans who
numbness.
have leg and feet pain, burning, tingling and numbness.
The herbs in the pill Neuroflo
strengthen your arteries that carry blood, nu- port of this herb show it is very effective for safe
trients and oxygen to your feet and legs. It im- and fast relief,” said Dr. Wood, a Harvard trained
proves your circulation so oxygenated blood doctor who has appeared on award winning TV
goes to the nerves and repairs them. This shows.
makes your nerves grow stronger so your pain Now you can get a good night’s sleep - peacefades away and your legs and feet feel much ful, restful sleep – with no pain, tingling, zingyounger again.
ing, itching or zapping. Improve your balance
Until now, scientists could not combine these and coordination. No side effects – safe to take
herbs into one pill without losing their full po- with other medications. Enjoy your favorite actency, but finally, they have succeeded.
tivities and hobbies again. Be more active, have
Katerina King from Murrieta, California says, more fun, enjoy life more. Don’t risk irrevers“I had hands and feet tingling and snapping and ible damage to your feet and hands. Don’t get
burning feeling. It made my life very uncom- worse and wind up in the hospital or a nursing
fortable. I had a hard time walking, my legs felt home.
like they each weighed 50 pounds. Once I got in Neuroflo is GUARANTEED to work for you – or
my car and my feet felt so heavy I couldn’t even you will get full refund with a 90-day uncondidrive the car. With Neuroflo I have no more tin- tional money-back guarantee. It is NOT sold in
WHY ALL THIS EXCITEMENT?
gling, cold or burning painful legs and feet. It stores or online. No prescription or doctor visit
Researchers have found an herb originally went away.”
is required.
from Greece that has been shown in six plaWHAT DOCTORS ARE SAYING
50% OFF FOR THE NEXT 10 DAYS
cebo-controlled medical studies (543 participants) to be effective and safe. This natural
“Now I finally have a natural solution I can reccompound strengthens blood vessel walls and ommend to my patients who suffer from leg and This is the official release of Neuroflo in the
state. Therefore, everyone who calls within the
reduces swelling to stop the pain and suffering. feet problems and pain. I’m delighted because next 10 days will receive 50% OFF their first
Poor blood flow in the legs and feet is one of previous treatments were not effective, but order. A toll-free hotline number has been set
the common problems that develops as we age. Neuroflo has worked for every one of my pa- up for local readers to call for this 50% OFF savMillions of Americans suffer from neuropathy tients with no side effects” says Dr. Eric Wood, ings. The number will be open starting at 7:00
am Sunday, June 26th and only for the next 10
and chronic venous insufficiency (CVI), edema, N.D.
Dr. Ryan Shelton, M.D. says “This is new days.
and other leg/feet problems – millions have
and different. It works for people who’ve tried All you have to do is CALL TOLL-FREE 1-800these but are undiagnosed.
Today’s treatments don’t work for a high per- many other things before. It is natural with no 316-9155 and provide the operator with
side effects. Don’t give up hope for your leg and the special 50% OFF discount approval code:
centage of people – and they have side effects
feet pain, burning, tingling and NEF158.
that make them hard to tolerate or that people
numbing. This pill is work- Important: Due to Neuroflo’s popularity and
do not want to risk. This includes prescription
ing for countless people after recent media exposure on ABC, CBS and FOX
drugs, over the counter pain pills, surgery and
other treatments have failed NEWS, phone lines are often busy. If you call
compression.
them. I highly recommend it.” and do not get through immediately, please be
Already popular in Europe, this natural herb
“Neuroflo is a terrific choice patient and call back. Those who miss the 10
is taking America by storm since it was anfor people with leg and feet is- day deadline for 50% OFF will have to pay more
nounced last week.
sues. The clinical trials in sup- for Neuroflo.
These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. These products are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease. Results based upon averages. Models are used in all photos to protect privacy.
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The Invention of the Year

The world’s lightest and most portable mobility device
Once in a lifetime, a product comes along that truly
moves people. Introducing the future of battery-powered
personal transportation . . . The Zinger.
Throughout the ages, there have been many important advances
in mobility. Canes, walkers, rollators, and scooters were created
to help people with mobility issues get around and retain their
independence. Lately, however, there haven’t been any new
improvements to these existing products or developments in this
field. Until now. Recently, an innovative design engineer who’s
developed one of the world’s most popular products created a
completely new breakthrough . . . a personal electric vehicle. It’s
called the Zinger, and there is nothing out there quite like it.
“What my wife especially loves is it gives her back feelings of
safety and independence which has given a real boost to her
conﬁdence and happiness! Thank You!”
–Kent C., California
The first thing you’ll notice about the Zinger is its unique look.
It doesn’t look like a scooter. Its sleek, lightweight yet durable
frame is made with aircraft grade aluminum so it weighs only
47.2 lbs. It features one-touch folding and unfolding – when
folded it can be wheeled around like a suitcase and fits easily
into a backseat or trunk. Then, there are the steering levers.
They enable the Zinger to move forward, backward, turn on a
dime and even pull right up to a table or desk. With its compact
yet powerful motor it can go up to 6 miles an hour and its

Now available in
a Joystick model
(Zoomer Chair)

Available in Green,
Black (shown) and Blue
10”
rechargeable battery can
go up to 8 miles on a single
charge. With its low center of
The Zinger folds to a mere 10 inches.
gravity and inflatable tires it
can handle rugged terrain and is virtually tip-proof. Think about
it, you can take your Zinger almost anywhere, so you don’t have to
let mobility issues rule your life.

Why take our word for it? Call now, and find out how you can
get a Zinger of your very own.

Call now and receive a utility basket absolutely FREE with your order.

Joystick can be mounted on the right or left side for rider’s comfort

Please mention code

when ordering.

enjoying life never gets old™

The Zinger and Zoomer Chairs are personal electric vehicles and are not medical devices nor wheelchairs. They are not intended for medical purposes
to provide mobility to persons restricted to a sitting position. They are not covered by Medicare nor Medicaid. © 2022 Journey Health and Lifestyle

ACCREDITED
BUSINESS A+

85246

mobility | sleep | comfort | safety

1-800-238-5322
117299
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